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Tidel 
Smart Safe 
Family

Tidel Smart Safes provide advanced technological 

features that enable the automation of cash 

management functions within a busy retail 

environment. By providing automated bill counting 

and deposit functions along with extensive reporting 

capability,  Tidel smart safes enable retailers to gain 

tremendous e�ciencies and optimization of cash 

management processes and in-store labor.  Tidel 

smart safes connect to the widest range of cash 

management peripherals in the industry, allowing 

them to be deployed across a wide spectrum of 

market segments.
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The Tidel S3 is designed for organizations needing a 

secure, reliable, and auditable solution to deposit their 

cash throughout the day.  O�ering a single or bulk note 

validator, support for a 1,200 or 2,250 note cassette, 

and network connectivity, the Tidel S3 is an ideal 

solution for customers requiring a proven solution to 

automate their cash handling processes.
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The Tidel S4 has been uniquely designed for usability, 

convenience, and serviceability, making it suitable 

for a wide range of cash management environments.  

Supporting up to two bill validators and multiple 

bottom storage vault options, the Tidel S4 o�ers the 

capacity, performance, and connectivity required 

to secure, automate, and streamline cash intensive 

business across a wide range of industries.

View Tidel S4
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The Tidel S4e o�ers industry-leading expansion capabilities 

that enable organizations to manage a broad range of 

cash management needs.  The Tidel S4e and supported 

peripherals o�er solutions that dispense coins and notes, 

dispense rolled coin, recycle coin, and enable expanded 

note deposit and validation capabilities.  The Tidel S4e is 

the ideal solution for retail organizations that require a fully 

integrated system that can address the widest spectrum of 

cash management challenges.

View Tidel S4e
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Tidel is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of 

cash management systems and robbery deterrent 

products for the retail industry. We provide retail 

organizations best in class solutions that secure, 

automate, and streamline their cash management 

environment.

At Tidel, our goal is to create long-lasting customer 

partnerships by identifying their needs and providing 

solutions that support their success. We strive to 

deliver long term sustained growth through market 

leading innovation while providing the highest 

quality products in our industry.

As we look to the future, we will continue to create 

unprecedented value and opportunity for our 

customers, employees, investors, and partners by 

investing in the right technologies and innovations 

that help organizations protect and manage their 

cash environment, so they can focus on growing 

their business.


